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Explanatory notes 

Besides the c0111BOn abbreviations, symbols and terms, the following have 
been used in this report: 

ECDC Economic Co-operation among Developing Countries 

Entreprise Nationale des Materiels de Travaux Publics 

ENPHA or PMA Entreprise Rationale de Production de Materiel Agricole 

TCDC Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries 

UNDP United Rations Development Progra11111e 

Mention of firm names and c0111Dercial products does not imply the 
endorsement of UNIDO. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Second General Conference of the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO), held at Lima, Peru, in March 1975, stressed the 
importance of economic and technical co-operation among ~eveloping countries 
(ECDC/TCDC) by calling on the international c011111Dnity to make concerted 
efforts in support of the developing countries' endeavours to gain greater 
share in world industrial output through increased co-operation. The 
Caracas Plan of Action adopted by the High-Level Conference on Economic 
Co-operation among Developing Countries, held at Caracas, 13 to 19 May 1981, 
r~.affirmed the pertinent recommendations contained in the Buenos Aires 
Plan of Action for pr0110ting and implementing TCDC. It further rec~nded 
that in supporting ECDC/TCDC efforts, priority attention should be placed 
on the utilization of technology, skills and resources available in the 
developing countries. 

The Round-Table Ministerial Meeting to develop co-operation projects 
in a specific sector is one of the activities organized by UNIDO within the 
framework of ECDC/TCDC. The first one was held in Novi Sad, Yugoslavia, in 
the food-processing industry, where the participants discussed 109 projects 
of mutual interest and a mjor recomendation was made by the meeting that 
UNIDO should ccntinue to convene this type of meeting in view of the results 
achieved and the innovative character of the meeting. 

In response to the recommendation, UNIDO in co-operation with ~he 
Government of Argentina organized a Round-Table Ministerial Meeting on co
operation among a selected group of developing countries i~ the agricultural 
machinery industry in Buenos Aires, Argentina, from 3 to 7 November 1986. 

Since this sector is of utmost importance for developing countries 
because of its role in attaining their food security and self-sufficiency, 
it seems that it was urgently required to optimize the vast opportunities 
which exist in this area for co-operatf.on among developing countries. 
Algeria had all the potential by hosting this meeting to contribute to the 
achievement of successful results. 

This meeting on a specific industrial sector was organized on the basis 
of mutual benefit under the general guidelines of ECDC/TCDC. 
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I. ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING 

The meeting was attended by participants from 19 countries apart from 
the host country. 

The list of participants is given in Annex I. 

Opening addresses 

The meeting was opened on 5 October 1987 by the Resident Co-ordinator 
and Resident Representative of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
in Algeria. 

In his opening address, the Resident Co-ordinator said that the contri
bution of UNDP underlined the importance which was attached by UNDP to the 
success of this important meeting and be took this occasion to convey to the 
participants the friendly regards and encouragement from the UNDP Administrator 
as well as his closest collaborators who would closely follow the work of 
the participants during the meeting and who would diligently examine the 
conclusions and recomnendations of the meeting. 

The ~esident Co-ordinator pointed out that the Chief of the Special Unit 
for Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries (TCDC) of UNDP was 
available to examine the role that UNDP could play in the realisation of 
joint programmes of technical co-operation. 

In his function as Resident Co-ordinator, he praised the efforts of all 
concerned in bringing about specific negotiation agreements in the field of 
South-South co-operation, as a result of the traditional link between developed 
and developing countries to promote agricultural mechanization in all its 
forms. 

The Resident Co-ordinator hoped that the work of this meeting - in the 
light of the discussions and recommendations of the Maghreb Workshop on 
agricultural machinery which had just been held at the same location - would 
also back up the current pre-o~~~pation of the whole international community. 

He explained that in ',1is way, the meeting could contribute to the 
development of evolutionary and appropriate mechan1zation combining the 
strengthening of industrial production activities and their adaptation to 
the socio-economic specifications of each country or region concerned, with 
particular reference to the needs of small farmers who play an important 
role in food production. 

He also mentioned that while the participants would search for formulas 
to increase soil productivity, manpower and machines, wit.bout jeopardizing 
delicate ecosystems, their debates would be even more appreciated. 

Finally, the Resident Co-ordinator expressed the hope that the general 
information sessions and the visits would be complemented by the fruitful 
bilateral and/or JmJltilateral discussions and negotiations leading to a 
genuine network of permanent exchanges of processes, products, know-how and 
ideas. He said that this would be an efficient contribution to the develop
ment of agric~ltural mechanization, which was a key element in achieving 
collective self-sufficiency and a sustained food security. 
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In his opening address, the head of the UNIDO delegation and Chief of 
the Section for Economic Co-operation among Developing Countries of UNIDO 
extended his sincere thanks to the Governaent and people of Algeria - on 
behalf of the Director-General of UNIDO - for having contributed so generously 
to the convening of this Meeting on Co-operative Arrangements among Developing 
Countries on Agricultural Machinery. He expressed his thanks to the United 
Nations Development Programme for the support it had lent to this important 
meeting. The financial contribution of UNDP and the cost-sharing formula 
adopted by the host country were a stirring example of effective co-operation 
and augured well for future ECDC/TCDC activities. 

He went on to say that the ECDC/TCDC programme of UNIDO was composed of 
a series of discrete but uutually supporting components. It encompasses the 
organization of Solidarity Ministerial meetings in least developed countries 
as well as the organization of round-table 11linisterial meetings. It also 
includes the promotion and the develop11e11t of joint programmes for specific 
industrial sectors, and particular emphasis is placed on follow-up to the 
conclusions and reco..endations of UNIDO Consultation Meetings tl.1t are held 
to discuss ways and means of overcoming problems related to the industriali
zation of the developing countries in priority sectors. The programme also 
devises support measures for the implementation of the Caracas Prograllmle of 
Action, furthers the promotion of multinational production enterprises, and 
launches initiatives for enterprise-to-enterprise co-operation among 
developing cot•ntries. 

He said that the agricultural machinery industry was one of th~ priority 
sectors in the technical assistance that UNIDO provides to the developing 
countries. UNIDO assistance covers the whole gamut of agricultural machinery 
and equipment, ranging from hand-tools and animal-drawn equipment to power 
machinery. 

t™IDO, in co-operation with the Government of Yugoslavia organized the 
Third Consultation on the Agricultural Machinery Industry last October in 
Belgrade. 

Within the framework of its ECDC/TCDC programme, UNIDO also joined 
forces with the Government of Argentina in organizing a round-table 
ministerial meeting on co-operation among developing countries in the field 
of agricultural machinery last November in Buenos Aires. The meeting 
identified a large number of co-operation frojects for implementation among 
the co-operating partners. 

He concluded by saying that the present meeting was a direct sequel to 
the meetings held in Belgrad~ and Buenos Aires. It would provide a unique 
opportunity for the participants - government officials, entrepreneurs and 
agricultural machine~y experts, ~rom Asia, Africa and Latin America - to 
establish contacts, discuss mat~ers of common interest and conclude co
operative arrangements to their 1m1tual benefit. 

In his opening address, the representative of the Ministry of Heavy 
lndu&try of Algeria said that this meeting on agricultural machinery 
organized by ENPMA in co-operation with UNDP and UNIDO was already a success 
due to the number, quality and diversity of the participants. He said that 
co-operation agreements among developi~g countries in the field of agricultural 
machinery was the subject of the participants' work and that is was a vital 
and pressing subjP.ct. 
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lbe representative of the Ministry of Heavy Industry of Algeria contin~~u 
by saying that Algeria gives higher priority to the development and promotion 
of the agricultural sector; in particular, the local production of machines, 
and this explained the fact that the first great industrial undertakings of 
independent Algeria were oriented towards the agricultural machinery sector. 
Be mentioned that the participants "'IOUld be visiting some of these installa
tions and that they would be able to question those responsible in PMA about 
their experiences, the problems faced, the successes and try to obtain some 
advice from these industrial experiences which had been perfected through 
the problems overcome and apply them in their own countries. It was the 
objective of ENPMA to provide all its experience in order to develop South
South co-operation in a concerted manner. 

He continued by expressing his gratitude to all those who had helped 
make this project a reality and expressed his appreciation to the experts 
for their competence, quality and seriousness in carrying out their llission. 
Be referred to the fact that the visits which ENPMA had foreseen had been 
planned in order to give participants the possibility of meeting and becoming 
informed before discussing the different technical co-operation projects in. 
the field of agricultural machinery. 

In conclusion, the representative of the Ministry of Heavy Industry of 
Algeria expressed his optimism regarding the development of agricultural 
machinery in the respective countries despite the difficulties they far.ed 
(national debt, the slowing down of investment programmes, catastrophic 
climatic conditions, political conflicts, etc). These difficulties forced 
them to alleviate the deficiencies while forming the basis for food self
sufficiency and to ensure independent progress by enforcing South-South 
relations. He mentioned that these subjects were of primordial importance 
for the highest authorities of Algeria. As developing cocntries had coDDOn 
interests, they knew how to fortify them by the exchange of experiences, 
dialogue and co-operation. He said that the meeting would contribute to the 
strengthening of the links between developing countries themselves and between 
developing countries and UNIDO, and wished the participants all success in 
their work and in the consultations foreseen during the visits, as well as 
a pleasant stay in Algeria. He then declared the meeting open. 

During the opening session of the meeting, the representative from PMA 
made the following presentation: 

Just after independence, great importance was ~iven to agriculture and 
this was how in 1967 the quantity ot tractors was increased to 39,700. This 
equipment was mainly imported because of the lower local production. With 
the launching of the first Four-Year Plan (1970-1973), Algeria had set up 
its industrial policy. This policy rejected any idea of simple assembling 
and favoured national integration - the only means of realizing technological 
transfer. 

Due to this fact, two cc~~lexes were established; one in the eastern 
part of the country, with the obj~~t of producing motors and tractors, and 
another in the western part of the ~ountry to produce harvesting machines, 
soil preparation machines, seeding and fertilization materia:. 

The rate of integration of the products produced in these two complexes 
varied between 60 and 85 per cent. Today, the agricultural production in 
Algeria had been taken care of by the&e two complexes and some small and 
medium sized units, which belonged either to t.he public or private sector. 
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The global value of the agricultural machinery production in Algeria 
was around 280 million dollars. 

PHA provided the following material every year for Algerian agriculture: 

- Harvesting material 

1. 800 conbine harvesters 
2. 3 ,000 balers 
3. 3,000 mowers 
4. 3,000 rakes/hay-makers. 

- Traction equipment 

1. 7,500 tractors 

Soil preparation tools 

~ 1. 20,000 units 

- Transport equipment 

1. 15,000 trailers and tanks. 

- Seeding and fertilizer equipment 

1. 2,000 units 

A research programme was being developed in view of particular new 
needs (alfalfa, dates, soil improvements, etc). Today, Algeria was willing 
to discuss with the invited countries the different means of co-operation. 
This co-operation might concern the following items: 

1 • Production 

At first, with countries which were producing agricultural equipment. 
Algeria was ready to search for complementarity in the production of parts, 
main parts and finished products. This form of co-operation alrP.ady existed 
with some countries like Tunisia, Libya and Syria. 

2. Commercialization 

"nlis co-operation could take several aspects: 

- Selling PHA products. 
- Possibilities of creating import-export joint ventures. 
- Creating distribution units (PHA representatives). 
- Developing trade between Algeria and other countries through compen-

sation. 

3. Development 

In this field, Algeria could handle entirely small and medium industrial 
projects: Supply of soil preparing implements, tran~port equipment and sub
contracting projects. 
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4. Research and Training 

Algeria offered training facilities in different centres in the 
following fields: 

Industrial training 
- After sales service training. 

Concerning research, Algeria was ready to study with different developing 
countries various areas of research in agricultural machinery. 
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Election of officers 

Habib Mekhalef, Export Manager of PMA was elected Chairman. Israel 
Mahler, Managing Board Adviser of the National Institute of Industrial 
Technology of Argentina was elected Vice-Chairman. Udayan Sen, Directorate 
General of Technical Development, Ministry of Industry of India was elected 
Rapt:orteur. 

Adoption of the agenda 

The meeting adopted the following agenda: 

Opening of the meeting 
Election of the Bureau 
Adoption of the agenda 
Statements by the represeptatives of each country 
Bilateral and group discussions of co-operation projects 
Adoption of the report 
Closure of the meeting 

Adoption of the report 

The meeting adopted the draft report at its last plenary session on 
7 October 1987. 

Closure of the meeting 

At the closing session of the meeting, the Chief of the Section for 
Economic Co-operation among Developing Countries of UNIDO thanked the Algerian 
authorities in general and PMA in particular for having hosted such a meeting 
and referred to the excellent organization on all levels. He then referred 
to the fact that the participants from developing countries and the Algerian 
counterpart \.-Ce happy with the results achieved which was, in his opinion, 
the most important aspect of the event. He further stated that the main 
responsibility for implementing the agreements reached during the meeting 
remained with the participants themselves. However, he continued, UNIDO -
within its limited resources - was ready to assist whenever possible with 
the effective follow-up action to be taken after the meeting by the countries 
concerned. 

He finally referred to the fact that the optimism felt by the partici
pants in this meeting should not be an end in itself since there was still a 
lot to be done in order to establish effective co-operation among developing 
countries. 

Several par~icipants took the floor to thank the Algerian authorities 
in general and PMA in particular, as well as UNIDO, not only for the excellent 
arrangements made, but also for the efforts undertaken by the Algerian 
authorities to bring about fruitful results, taking into account the true 
spirit of co-operation which prevailed during all the discussions. 

One participant referred to the fact that he was very grateful to 
UNIDO for promoting this type of event through this mechanism of bringing 
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participants together to discuss complementary areas of co-operation, which 
was fully optimized and concrete results were achieved. The participant 
reminded those present that there still was a long way to go with nuaerous 
constraints in order to increase the economic developaent of developing 
countries, and he suggested that in order to avoid the continuous d~pendence 
of the developing countries, they should organize themselves in the following 
ways: 

a) They should optiaize other areas of economic and industrial 
complementarity; 

b) They should optimize the existing technological developments 
within the developing countries; 

c) They should build up the p~osperity of their countries on the 
basis of the development of agricultural -chinery and hand tools; 

d) They should establish ... !ti-purpose production units to cover the 
range of necessary products to the greatest extent possible; 

e) Co-operation should be undertaken on the basis of a free of charge 
transfer of technology among developing countries, as in the case of Algeria. 

Finally, the Chairman of the meeting referred to the fact thac the 
Algerian officials were very happy with the concrete results achieved during 
this meeting. He said that this event was again proof that the problem of 
food self-sufficiency in developing countries could be greatly diminished 
by using the resources existing in the dEveloping countries themselves. 
He thanked UNIDO for the valuable co-operation and exhorted the participants 
to actively seek the follow-up of the contacts and the agreements established 
during the meeting, and once more referred to the fact that Algeria in 
general and PMA in particular would do its best to always find a solution 
for finalizing co-operation arrangements with the participating countries. 
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II. SUMMARY OF STATEMENTS DELIVERED AT nu: PLENARY SESSIONS 

All participants had thP opportunity of presenting a short su111Dary of 
the situation of the agriculttr,U. machinery industry in their countries. 
Soae of the presentations highlighted the difficulties encountered in the 
development and strengthening of this sector in the respective countries. 
At the same time, the participants listed some of the areas and projects 
required from potential partners which would be the subject of discussion 
during the subsequ~nt days of the meeting. Other participants described the 
potential available in their countries and their desire to put these potentials 
at the disposal of some of the countries present at the meeting. 

Areas of complementarity were also highlighted whereby the optimization 
of resources could be attained among countries of the same level of develop
ment. Most of the participants presented a short paper on the situation of 
the agricultural machinery industry in their countries and these papers were 
distributed to all the participants in the meeting. Extracts of these papers 
were the subject of the short presentations by the participants. 

Due to the nature of the meeting and its ma.in objective of discussing, 
through bilateral contacts, . ~ncrete opportunities and projects for co
operation, the presentations had to be reduced to very short summaries, taking 
into account the limited time available. 
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III. BILATERAL AND MULTILATERAL DISCUSSIONS ON CO-OPERATION PROJECTS 

During this meeting, participants had the opportunity to visit different 
agricultural 1111chinery production units. One group of participants visited 
the PHA factory in Constantine which specializes in the production of 
tractors as well as the ENTP factory spec~alizing in the production of public 
works •chinery. The second group visited two factories in Sidi bel Abbes, 
s.,.c:lalizing in the production of harvesting equipment and electronic 
equipment respectively (ERIE) • The t:laetables of the participants' visits 
are provided :In Annex II. 

l'bese visits allowed the participants to become acquainted with the 
Algerian developments and diversifications in the above fields. They 
undertook these visits with great interest, not only because of the level 
achieved by the Algerian enterprises, but also because the bilateral an i 
mltilateral discussions were held on the premises of PKA. This innovative 
approach vas very succesaful since it allowed the parties concemed to make 
their arrangements while being able to see the products they vere discussing. 

Discussions between Algeria and Argentina 

The representative of Argentina inf onaed the Algerian counterpart of 
the agricultural machinP-ry produced in Argentina as well as the time schedule 
for initiating the exchange of information between the two countries. The 
following procedure was agreed upon: · 

1. Technical catalogues and information regarding Argentinian production 
would be sent ilmlediately (about 30-45 days). 

2. The Algerian authorities would select which type of machines they 
were interested in in assembling in the country. Infor....ition would be sub
llitted to the Argentine operator (the National Institute ~L Industrial 
Technology or the Argentine Metallurgical Industry Association). 

3. The Argentine operator would prepare visits from Algerian technicians 
to plantu of the manufacturers selected in step 2. The visits would include: 

- Technical information about manufacturing procesees, quality 
control, testing conditions and external purchasing. 

- Operation of the machines in the field (depending on the season). 

- Reports from users. 

4 • Final arrangement. 

Discussions between Algeria and Burundi 

The representative of Burundi informed PMA that Burundi would be 
interested in the following types of equipment= Animal traction equipment, 
manual implements and tractor accessories. The quantities mentioned for 
the latter were 600 units and 5000 manual implemeats. It was agreed that 
PMA would provide all the training assistance requirements. This and 
other aspects would be discussed at a follow-up meeting before the end of 
the year to discuss the details including the possibility of compensation 
arrangements, which Algeria would be in favour ,of in principle. 
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Discussions between Algeria and Cameroon 

The discussions between the representative of Cameroon and PHA focused 
on the possibility of PKA supplying tractors, machinery for potatoe 
processing, mowing aachines, pulverisers, seeding machines, trailers and 
water tanks. The flow of co-operation would be cmnercial co-operation to 
start with, and a list of quantities required was handed to PMA to be 
followed by a pro forma invoice. It was agreed that the payaent to be made 
by the Etablissements de Devoir ea.erounais (COGECO) would be made through 
an irrevocable letter of credit,, payable within 30 days. Finally, PMA 
agreed to provide, free of charge, the training of a Cameroon technician 
in tractor mintenance. 

Discussions between Algeria and China 

The discussions between China and PKA were centered around commercial, 
industrial and research and development areas. The Algerian counterpart 
was very interested in the aini tractors produced in China and as an 
initial step of co-operation,, the acquisition of around 1000 aini tractors 
was me:ttioned. The Olinese side informed that the prices (FOB) would be 
more or less as follows: 

12 HP - US$ 8 .. 0 
15 BP - US$ 1,100 
50 RP - US$ 2,243 
50 BP with 4-wheel drive - US$ 3,500. 

Discussions took place on the possibility of establishing buy-back 
agreements and both parties would look into this matter. Moreover, since 
t.~ese small tractors could also be interesting for Tunisia, the possibility 
of adapting th~ machines produced by PMA through SAKMO Tunisia was also 
envisaged and the Department of Research and Development of PMA would look 
into this matter. 

Another area of co-operation was the possibility of China furnishing 
the necessary equipment for the expansion of a foundry and a metal working 
unit and engine testing facilities. In this connection, a feasibility 
study should be undertaken and the modalities of payment would be worked 
out ~ither through buy-back agreements or credit facilities. In addition, 
the possibility of joint co-operation in studying the production of machinery 
for alfa reaping was also discussed and it was agreed that some Chinese 
technicians would visit PMA in the near future. 

Discussions between Algeria and CGte d'Ivoire 

Both parties concentrated their discussions on the possibility of 
establishing a unit for the manufacture of simple agricultural machinery 
products, trailers and water tanks in C8te d'Ivoire. PMA was informed 
that 200 pieces of the different products would be required per year. 
CGte d'Ivoire would provide local civil engineering services and PMA would 
take care of the know-how and technical assistance required. It was 
agreed that it would be necessary to start the preparation of a study for 
the establishment of this unit di well as to design a training programme 
for 7 persons to secure the day-to-day functioning of this unit. It was 
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further agreed that a training programme for an after-sales programme would 
have to be designed and PMA. would forward a detailed offer on this matter. 

Discussions between Algeria and India 

Both parties exchanged views on the level of development of production 
of agricultural machinery in their respective countries. A matter of 
1-ediate interest was the exchange of c011pOnents and parts between PMA 
and KIRLOSKAR. Pneumatics Ltd., India, which is producing the same type of 
equipment. 

Discussions between Algeria and Iraq 

The type of co-operation discussed between the two parties was aainly 
in the commercial field. Tbe fellowing products were of interest to the 
representative froa Iraq: Bailers, rakes, ploughs, pulverisers (12/24), 
spare parts for combine harvesters. The representative of Iraq promised 
to send a detailed list of requirements, and PMA. would co-operate directly 
with an after-sales service programme. Moreover, a loan for a period of 
at least two years from PMA. was required by Iraq. 

Discussions between Algeria and Kenya 

Tbe representative of Kenya stressed the requirements of Kenya for a 
comprehensive training programme to be provided at this stage by PMA. In 
view of the different areas required, a detailed list of requirements would 
be forwarded to PKA in order to design such a comprehensive programme. 

Discussions between Algeria and Madagascar 

Several areas of co-operation and interest were identified between PMA 
and the different representatives of Madagascar. One representative was 
interested in establishing a long-term arrangement with PMA in the area of 
tractors and ploughs, and around 200 tractors per year were required. The 
representative would extend his stay in Algeria to discuss in detail this 
matter. In addition, assidtance was required for three agricultural 
machinery production units in Madagascar which we~,'? not in operation. As 
a follow-up, PMA would send some of itr. experts tc. 'i'-tdagascar to undertake 
a full analysis of the situation and propose a conc~ete plan of action. 

Discussions between Algeria and Mali 

The representative from Mali addressed his needs to PMA in the area of 
agricultural machinery implements. 8•3 would like to be the exclusive 
distributor of PMA products in Mali. The after-sales service would be 
undertake1. by the enterprise in Mali, but two persons would be trained by 
PMA in this field after signing the contract for the exclusive distribution. 
The representative of Mali extended his stay to prepare the detailed list 
of the products to be distributed in Hali as well as to discuss the basis 
of the contract mentioned above. 

• 
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Discussions between Algeria and Morocco 

During the meeting, a contract for mutual co-operation was signed 
~y the President of PMA and the representatives of Morocco. This was the 
result of the discussions initiated by the President of PHA one year ago 
with the Vice Minister of Industry of Morocco during their participation 
in the Round-Table Ministerial Meeting on agricultural machinery held in 
Buenos Aires (Argentina) in November 1986. 

Discussions between Algeria and Niger 

The representative of Niger expressed his interest in the acquisition 
of 60 BP tractors and the relevant implements. An initial request froa the 
Ministry of Agriculture to PHA would be sent after bis return to Niamey. 
Moreover, the representative of Niger was interested in animal traction 
.aterial, manual p-..mps and post harvesting equipllent (grinders, etc). A 
technical assistance programme would be required for the rehabilitation of 
four existing units in Niger. PHA would be requested to assist in the 
preparation of a training program11e for after-sales service and maintenance, 
which was agreed upon including a visit to Niger after receiving additional 
infol'lmltion such as the number of persons to be trained and other economic 
details. 

Discussions between Algeria and Senegal 

The representative of Senegal made an interesting proposal to the PMA 
officials regarding the wish to sign a contract for representing PMA products 
in Senegal. The company represented by the participant from Senegal, 
AGROPRODUCTION, would locate a place to store the material sent with the 
first delivery of products to be defined in the contract. The same firm 
would inform PMA of the details of the definitive agreement on the part of 
SONABANK Senegal to purctase the material agreed upon between the two 
parties. PMA would co-operate in exhibiting this material in Senegal as 
soon as the contract for representation came into effect. 

Discussiuus between Algeria and Tunisia 

The min interest of both parties lay :ui harvesting material p~oduced 
by PMA. During the bilateral discussions, both parties concentrated on the 
above aspect in addition to the tripartite arrangement between China, 
Algeria and Tunisia on the production of mini tractors. Other areas of 
co-operation were discussed during the two-day workshop which preceded 
this Round-Table meeting. 

Discussions between Algeria and Turkey 

ni~ representative of Turkey expressed some ideas on the possibility 
of providing technical assistance from Turkey to PHA, and facilities for 
offering technical personnel were also discussed. 'nle possibility of 
establishing a joint venture with the major objective of exporting products 
for a value of US$ 50 million per year was discussed by both parties. 
Further discussions on this very important matter would be undertaken by 
both parties after the meeting. 
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Discussions between Algeria. and Zimbabwe 

The representative of Zimbabwe express~~ great interest in the 
acquisition of diasel motors of the type F4L912 produced by PMA and 
requested that prices of irrigation pumps as vell as technical details of 
the pumps and possible cOlllbinations with the diesel motor be sent to 
Zillbabwe by PMA. Thereafter, quantities and requirements would be 
commnicated to PKA. Tbe possibility of developing this co-operation 
through compensation arrangements vas also discussed 8110ng the two parties. 
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Discussions between China and Madagascar 

The two parties discussed matters concerning the rehabilitation of the 
enterprise Societe Toly in Toliara, Farangana and Haintirano producing 
ploughs, hand tools, spades and ailling -.chines, for the provision of a 
loan froa Oiina. 

Discussions between C6te d'Ivoire and Zimbabwe 

Discussions took place regarding the illllediate delivery to C6te d'Ivoire 
of two manual groundnut shelling machines as well as ox carts with metal 
wheels. 'l'his would allow C6te d' lvoire to experiment with these machines 
and to later on define an appropriate follow-up for co-operation. 

Discussions between ltenya and Yugoslavia 

Both parties concentrated their discussions on the following areas: 

a) 'l'he preparation of a comprehensive industrial training programae; 

b) 'l'he possibilities of marketing agricultural machinery products 
from Yugoslavia, for which the provision of information on the Kenyan market 
was required; 

c) 'lbe establishment of a centre for the testing of agricultural 
products. 

Moreover, the possibility of Yugoslavia providing some fellowships to 
Kenyan officials was discussed and information on this matter would be 
exchanged. 

Discussions between Kenya and Zimbabwe 

"nle main interest of Kenya lay in the offer made by Zimbabwe regarding 
planter cultivators. Arrangements were made for Zimbabwe to supply some 
samples of the relevant machinery to initiate tests in Kenya. Future co
operation would be decided upon after the results of these tests. 

Discussions between Madagascar and Burundi 

'l'he participant from Burundi was interested i.'l receiving some units of 
machinery for an:illal traction, in particular ploughs. Later on, a study 
would be •de to define the market needs for which some financial resources 
would be required. "nle counterpart in Madagascar would be SIDF.MA and the 
follow-up would be undertaken jointly by UNIDO and SIDEMA (Societe 
lndustrielle pour le Developpement du MachiniSlle Agricole). 
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Discussions between Madagascar and ca.eroon 

the participant froa Cameroon was interested in receiving some units of 
machinery for animal traction, in particular ploughs. Later on, a study 
would be made to define the market needs fo~ which some financial resources 
would be required. The counterpart in Madagascar would be SIDEMA and the 
follow-up would be undertaken jointly by UNIDO and SIDEMA. 

Discussions between Madagascar and COte d'Ivoire 

the participant froa C6te d'Ivoire was interested in receiving SOiie 

units of -chinery for animal to:-action, in particular carts with metal 
wheels. Later on, a study would be ..ae to define the market needs for 
which some financial resources would be required. The counterpart in 
Madagascar would be SIDBIA. and the follow-up would be undertaken jointly 
by UllIDO and SIDEKA. 

Discussion• between Madagascar and Mali 

The participant from Mali 1ilils interested in receiving soae units of 
machinery for animal traction, in particular ploughs. Later on, a study 
VOUld be made to define the market needs for micb some financial resources 
would be required. l'he counterpart in Madagascar would be SIDEMA a:nd the 
follow-up would be undertaken jointly by UNIDO and SIDEHA. The training 
for after-sales service would be provided by Madagascar. 

Discussions between Madagascar and Niger 

The participant from Niger was interested in receiving some units of 
•chinery for animal traction, in particular ploughs. Later on, a study 
would be aade to define the market needs for which some financial resources 
would be required. The counterpart in Madagascar would be SIDEMA and the 
follow-up would be undertaken jointly by UNIDO and SIDF.MA. The training 
for after-sales service would be provided by Madagascar. 

Discussions between Niger and Zimbabwe 

The representative of Niger was interested in receiving all the 
informtion available on harneHes for animal-drawn ploughs (one or two 
oxen and donkeys), as well as the possibility of preparing a study for the 
adaptation of different harnesses for animal-drawn machines. The represen
tative of Zimbabwe invited Niger to attend the next exhibition of agricultural 
machinery in Bulawayo. 

Discussions between Tunisia and Yugoslavia 

Discussions between the two parties concentrated on the supply by 
Yugoslav firms of self-loading trailers (SIP firm), front-end loaders (RIKO 
and POBEDA firms), and fork lift trucks and compressors (14 October firm). 
These types of materials and other hand tools would be delivered after 
quotations had been received and accepted in order to start the possible 
industrialisation of the same in Tunisia by HUARD Tunisie. 
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Discussions between Yugoslavia and Ethiopia 

The participant from Yugoslavia provided information to the participant 
from Ethiopia regarding the possibilities oE using technical documentation 
on agricultural equipment of IM'l', Belgrade. He informed that the documen
tation was available through the African Regional Centre located at Ibadan, 
Nigeria. 

The Ethiopian participant pointed out that be was informed that a number 
of tractors located at various state farms and at the Peasant Association 
previously supplied by a Yugoslav f ira were not in use due to an apparent 
lack of spare parts. He proaised to obtain the relevant information on this 
-tter froa the Agricultural Equipment Technical Service Corporation, and 
would forward it to the participant froa Yugoslavia. 

Discussions oetween Yugoslavia and Tanzania 

The participant f roa Yugoslavia informed the participant from Tanzania 
that there was a possibility of obtaining, free of charge, technical docu
mentation from IM'l' Belgrade on agricultural equipment and steel pipe 
scaffoldings. He informed that the documentation was available through the 
African Regional Centre located at Ibadan, Nigeria. 

The Yugoslav participant promised to send technical and other information 
to Tanzania regarding specific wheel, crawler and garden tractors. 'The 
Ethiopian participant promised to inform the Yugoslav participant on the 
state of crawler and wheel tractors supplied by Yugoslavia for the Dakawa 
oil seed project in Tanzania. 

Discussions between Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria 

Extensive discussions took place during the workshop that preceded this 
Round-Table meeting between the three countries. The discussions at the 
Round-Table meeting focused mainly on the establishment of a multinational 
production enterprise between Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria to produce mini 
tractors and motorized cultivators, using motors from SAKMO (Tunisia) as a 
basis. A market as well as a feasibility study would have to be prepared 
and it was decided to organize a high-level tripartite meeting between the 
three countries to follow-up this matter. 

Discussions between Morocco, Argentina and UNIDO 

The three parties concerned discussed quality control and the creation 
of a metrology laboratory under the project DP/MOR/86/015. The National 
Institute of Industrial Technology of Argentina could co-operate by giving 
advice and providing its experience to Morocco. Contacts should be 
established by UNIDO within the framewo1·k of the above-mentioned project 
between Morocco and Argentina in this ~espect. The backstopping officer of 
the project was to be approached in order to request him to organize field 
trips of Argentinian experts to the Moroccan metrology laboratory. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

1. Through the exposes of the representatives of the different countries, 
the meeting recognized the similarity of the situations and problems faced. 
It was also recognized that the various countries wish to contribute to food 
self-sufficiency through co-operation in the development of an effective 
implement aanufacturing industry in the developing countries. This should 
be done by using the existing capabilities within the more advanced 
developiug countries. 

2. In order to support and continue this development, there is a need to 
11B11ufacture locally machines and agricultural material adapted to the 
ecological and socio-ecollOllic conditions of each country. 

3. Taking into account the similarities in their agricultural structures 
as well as their needs for technology, it is desirable that developing 
countries co-operate in a concerted 1lallller in the search for c01m10n solutions 
to their problems, so that they can achieve better productivity in agri
cultural production. 

Recomaendations 

1. UNIDO should prepare an inventory of •.anufacturing possibilities in 
developing countries in order to facilitate the circulation of information 
aaong them in the field of agricultural machinery. 

2. To follow and support its programme of organi.7.ing similar meetings 
based on the identification of technical and ecollOllic co-operation projects 
so that by their implementation, these countries may achieve a more rapid 
industrialization. 
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Annex I 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Algeria 

Zoubir Allaoua, Hinistere de l'Industrie Lourde, Alger. 

Said Aaichi, Directeur, Entreprise Nationale de Production de Materiel 
Agricole. Rouiba. 

Benyahia Aarani, Directeur, Entreprise Rationale de Production de Materiel 
Agricole, Alger. 

Sallah Att-;..ichi, Directeur du Complexe atA, Route de Mascara, Sidi bel Abbes. 

Ali Belald, Directeur des Equipeaents (agricoles), Hinistere de !'Agriculture, 
Alger. 

Mohamed Belfrid, Directeur Central de la Programmation et du Controle, 
Entreprise Rationale de Production de Materiel Agricole, Route 'e Tenira, 
Sidi bel r ·,e;..,. 

Abdelkader Be~ .~djari, Directeur Central du Developpement, Entreprise 
Rationale de Production de Materiel Agricole, Route de Tenira, Siai bel 
Abbes. 

Abden&cer Bouregaa, Chef de projet de cooperation INMA/ONUDI, Institut 
National d'etudes et de recherche en maintenance {INMA), Paradon Hydra, 
Alger. 

Mohamed-Said Chaib, Hinistere de l'Industrie Lourde, Alger. 

Mohamed Cherif Chebta, Directeur Central de l'Administration, Entreprise 
Rationale de Production de Materiel Agricole, Route de Tenira, Sidi bel Abbes. 

Mocktar Daoud, Export Manager, Entreprise Rationale de Production de Materiel 
Agricole, Route de Tenira, Sidi bel Abbes. 

Rabah Badid, Sous-Directeur au Ki11istere des Affaires Etrangeres, Alger. 

Mohamed IChodja, Chef, Dipartement d'export, Entreprise Rationale de Production 
de Materiel Agricole, Route de Tenira, Sidi bel Abbes. 

Habib Mekhalef-Benhafsa, Directeur Central Commercial, Entreprise Rationale 
de Production des Materiel& Agricole, Route de Tenira, Sidi bel Abbes. 

Aissa Mestar, l.N.K.A., Chemin du Paradon Hydra. 

Abdelhaf id Ouramdane, Directeur de Recherche, Entreprise Nationale de 
Production de Materiel Agricole, Route de Tenira, Sidi bel Abbes. 

Mohamed Ramdani, Representant du Ministre de l'Industrie Lourde, Ministere 
de l'lndustrie Lourde, Alger. 
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Mohamed Rezoug, Directeur Central Financier, Entreprise Nationale de 
Production de Materiel Agricole, Route de Tenira, Sidi bel Abbes. 

Fa~al Smati, Charge d'etude, Centre National Pedagogique Agricole, Alger. 

Ollar Terrah, Director, Central Engineering and Studies, Entreprise Nationale 
dP. Production de Materiel Agricole, Route de Tenira, Sidi bel Abbes. 

Argentina 

Israel Mahler, Managing Board Advisor, Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia 
Industrial (IHTI), Av. Leandro N. Alea 1067, 1001 Buenos Aires. 

Burundi 

Cl&lent Ngendakuriyo, Directeur de l'office national de mecanisation 
agricole, B.P. 2020, Bujumbura. 

Cameroon 

Joseph Olinga, Directeur General de la COGECO, Etablissements de Devoir 
Camerounais (COGECO), B.P. 4200, Yaounde. 

China 

LIU Honglin, Chief Engineer, Bureau of Construction and Agricultural 
Machinery, State Coim:'.E.sion of Machinery Industry, Sanlihe Road, Beijing. 

C6te d'Ivoire 

Clement Assemien, Directeur du Centre Ivoirien du Machinisme Agricole, 
B.P. V.9, Abidjan. 

Ethiopia 

Tewodrose Tadesse, Production Head, Tractor Assembly Plant, National Metal 
Work Corporation, Ministry of Industry, Nazareth Tractor Assembly Plant, 
P.O. Box 122, Nazareth. 

India 

Idayan Sen, Directorate General of Technical Development, Ministry of 
Industry, New Delhi. 

Mukhlis Barakat Roomi, Technical Department, Agricultural Supplies Company, 
Baghdad. 
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Edward Koigi Kariuki, Rural Technology Development Unit, P.O. Box 470, 
Nalwru. 

Madagascar 

Raymond Ratsimandisa, Directeur des Approvisionnements Agricoles au Kinistere 
de la Production Af!ricole et de la Reforme Agraire, Antananarivo. 

R.oaiald Harijas Rabe, Directeur des Affaires Economiques, Kinistere de la 
Defense. Antananarivo. 

F.lmlanuel Pandria-Barvel, Directeur General, SIDEHA, B.P. 14, Antananarivo. 

Raaanantsoa Ts:illindry, Conseiller d'Ani>assade, Ani>assade de Madagascar en 
Alger. 

Kali 

Seydou Goindo, Operateur Economique, B.P. 6040, Bamako. 

Morocco 

Kostafa Benchebla, Directeur General, Stokvis Nord Afrique, 42, Bd. F.mile 
Zola. Casablanca. 

Driss Yadini, Directeur Commercial, COKICOK, 9, Bd. d'Oujda, Casablanca. 

Mamane Yabilan, Directeur National du Projet Machinisme Agricole, B.P. 171, 
Tahoua. 

Senegal 

Abdoulaye Diack, Directeur, Agro-Production, 10, rue des Essarts, Dakar. 

Tanzania 

tilssa Hassan, Assistant Commissioner for Agriculture {agromechanization), 
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock, P.O. Box 9071, Dar-es-&~laam. 

Tunisia 

Mohamed Attia, Chef de Service, Ministere de l'Agricu!tur<:•, 30, rue A. Savary, 
Tunis. 

Mahmoud Ramel Ban Hamouda, Directeur General, HUARD Tunide - Sodex, 
62, Avenue de Carthage, Tunis. 
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Tunisia 

Mohamed Ben Habib Loukil, President Directeur General, Ets. M. Louk"..l -
HUARD, 62, Avenue de Carthage, Tunis. 

Mohamed N. Kessedi, Directeur des projets agricoles au Ministere du Plan 
et Finances, Place Ali Zauaouie, Tunis. 

Turkey 

!llfit Demirtas, Ministry of Industry and Trade, 06570 Ankara. 

Yugoslavia 

Mita Jovanovic, Director, Joint UNIOO-Yugoslavin Centre, Novi Sad. 

Mija Milosevic, RUDNAP Algiers, RUDNAP, ~epartment of Agricultural 
Equipment, Belgrade. 

Zimbabwe 

Fra~ois Viljoen, General Manager, ZIMPLOW Ltd., P.O. Box 1059, Bulawayo. 
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Annex II 

TIMETABLE OF THE VISIT TO CONSTANTINE 

Y IS IT 10 CJJISl'AHTIJIE Co-cmlinator - llr. IChodl!... 

a:unntAJJBINI TUETAlll.E CE .T.DErAIU CE VISiTS 
(X).(DIMTCll ~ Dl!DISSDIS Dl9:USSDIS Ml> PIJaS 10 IE VISITED 

M. <UWIWE (M. llenttarl 

Oline ILOO - 1500 1500 - llOO: AllD. AlEC. UCC M. '-al 

lndc 1515 - 1615 1 LOO - aSOO: AllD M. llmMalll 
1615 - llOO: ATEC. res- pilote. 00: M. lfanGSl 

S-lic 1630 - 17JO 1'00 - 1630: AIJD. ATB:. UCX: M. B.~H-

M. llEZD& OI. BclllsHdjcral 

Araentinc ILOO - 1500 1500 - llOO: AUD. AlEC, 00: M. a-1 

Ethiapic 1515 - 1615 1'00 - 1500: AUD M. flanclUn 
1615 - 11100: ATEC. fc.- pilote. OCC M. ia-.. 

Kmya 1630 - l7JO 1£00 - 1630: AlJCI. Ant:. 00: M. El~ssea 

M. IOD>JA CM. IChdlbebl 

Canso 1400 - 1500 1500 - 1900: l'UO. AlEC. 00: M. "-1 

lrak 1515 - 161S UOO - 1500: AUO M. flanclUn 
1615 - llOO: ATEC, re~ p1lote. U::C M. KanCU\ 

*roe 16JO - 17JO 1'00 - 1630: AUCI, ATE:. 00: 

M. ODTA Of. Chcllaanma 1 

..S.pscar 1400 - 1500 

561lpl 1515 - 1615 

1500 - llOO: AUO. ATEC. 00: at. "-1 
UOO _:, 1500: AlJD M. Hanan 
1615 - HOO: -~nc. re.- pilotc. UU: ti. flilnom 

~Ii" 16JO - 17JO 1£00 - 1630: AUO, ATEC. 00: ,c. El·Gauusea 

M. BEJiA;..;,a CM. Chenouf I 

TWIUic 1400 - 1500 1500 - llOO: AUO, ATEC. 00: M. lanmul 

TISll5iC 1515 - 1615 1'00 - 1500: AUO M. tt.ncui 
1615 - llOO: Al"EC. re~ ptlote. U::C M. Hanan 

Yaaao1lavtc 1630 - 1730s ILOO - 1630: AllD. ATEC. OCC M. El~ssea 
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TIMETABLE OF 'l1IE VISIT TO SIDI BEL ABBES 

VISIT N SWI W1 ABS .. WP""'Y - !r Decj.d 

TDErAll.E CF DIL""'a:JIS DI I AUDWI CD-alDIMD 
VISIT 10 1DOC 1lii IEEfDC 11D1 Rll 1IE VISITS 

aumrt/AUDWI TDErABlE CF PDDr PINll" Okun. Fettauhi Olusn. Im Sud. 
CD..QIDINA'lal RJI Dl!DISSDIS Dl!DISSDIS SIA and llhiari J- llnser et .. It iJ 

'If. IDIW>JAll IM. Terrahl 

snnli 1300 - 13'5 lfiOO - 17.10 1£00 - •"5 
:&ie d"lvc>ire uoo - 1"5 lfiOO - 17.10 1300 - 13'5 

IRk 1500 - 15'5 UiOO - 17.10 1300 - 1:.45 

Tuft1Uie lfiOO - 16'5 1300 - 15.10 1700 - "'JO 

lananie 1700 - 17L5 llOO - 15.10 15'5 - l~ 

~. llEl.fl!ID IM. Attauch1 l 

lku:ltina Fuo 1300 - 13'5 lfiOO - 17.10 1""1 - 1"5 

•roe lLOO - 1"5 1600 - 17.10 1300 - 13'5 

Ti;nisi~ 1500 - 15'5 1600 - 1730 1300 - iLL5 

Xa1er lfiOO - 16'5 lJOO - 15.10 1700 - 17.10 

!-!. IWlJll nc. Abdel laou1 I 

~iASCAr 1300 - 13'5 lfiOO - 1730 lLOO - 1LL5 

Yq05lavie lLOO - 1"5 1600 - 1730 llOO - 13'5 

Zaallie 1500 - 15'5 lfiOO - 1730 1300 - 1LL5 

Ztabllr..ie lfiOO - 16'6 1300 - 15.10 1700 - 1730 

:C..o 1700 - 17L5 1300 - 15.10 15'5 - 16'5 

•• For nult1latual ducussiais 




